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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the scattering theory for transport phenomena was initiated 
by Lax and Phillips [ 111 for collision-free dynamic 
~&u-(x, v) =f(x - tv, 0). (l*l) 
There is a wealth of literature on the existence of the scattering matrix for 
transport system 
au 
at- --v~~~u(x,v,t)-u,(X,v)u(x,V,t)+1,k(x,v’,v)U(X,v’,t)dv’ (1.2) 
(see, e.g., [6, 18, 21, 16, 17, 91). All of them have chosen L’(R*“) as a 
mathematical setting for their studies. In fact the solution of the linearized 
Boltzmann equation (1.2) describes a particle distribution in the momentum- 
time space and if U(X, v, 0) E L : (iR*“), J”nZn u(x, v, t) dx dv defines the total 
mass at the time t. 
In our case the velocity space V is an annulus contained in the unit ball of 
I?“: 
We consider a compact convex material R in R” and assume that the 
absorbing cross section cra(x, v) and producing source function k(x, v, v’) are 
the positive functions in L”O(lR” x V) and L”O(lR” x V x I’) having their 
supports as functions of x in a. Furthermore we assume that the particles 
may enter Q from outside or leave it. 
The incoming and outgoing subspaces D _ and D + of the Lax and Phillips 
theory are defined from Q as follows: Let p denote the radius of a ball B, 
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around the origin which contains all the points of a. Let us define E, as the 
free forward and E- as the free backward point sets as follows: 
E, = {(x,u)lx-u>~} 
E- = {(x, u) 1 x + II < -p}. 
Corresponding to the subsets E, we define 
D, = {fEL’(W’ x v) ) suppfc E,}. 
It is well known that the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.2) with an 
initial datum U(X, u, 0) = uO(x, u) E L’(R” x V) is given by a one-parameter 
group U(t). One of our major aims in this paper is to show the following 
theorem for some particular dynamics U(t). 
THEOREM 1.1. The subspaces D, and D- satisfy the following 
properties : 
(i), U(t)D+ CD+ for t>O. 
(i)) U(t) D- c D- for t < 0. 
(4 fLR f-W4 = PI. 
(iii) U,,, U(t) D, is dense in L’(R” x V). 
The crucial point of this theorem is the density property (iii). In general, 
in the Lax and Phillips representation theorem, the problem of density is 
closely related to the local decay property of the dynamics. That is, for any 
K compact subset of IR” and any function f E L ‘(Ii? a x V) 
i / U(t) f (x, u)l dx du -+ 0 (1.3) KXV 
as 1 t( + 03. It comes out that this last property is also intimately related to 
the spectral configuration of the infinitesimal generator T of U(t). Let us 
denote by 7” the interior transport operator (the restriction of T to R X I’). 
We say that the system is subcritical when 
,u,,=Sup{Re~I~EE(F)} (0. W 
THEOREM 1.2. For a subcritical system the following assertions are 
equiualent. 
(a) l-l,,, U(t) D, is dense in L’(R” x V). 
(b) The local decay property (1.3) holds. 
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(c) The operator T admits neither eigenvalues on the complex plane 
nor resonances on the imaginary axis. 
Remarking on the implications (b) 3 (a) and (c) * (b), we do not use the 
hypothesis (H). 
In the next section we study the spectrum of the operator T and we prove 
that in the general case T has a set of isolated eigenvalues Ak in the strip 
A={zECI -c<Rez<c,}. 
In Section 3 we prove that the local decay property (1.3) implies 
Theorem 1.1. For this we show the implication (b) +- (a). In order to prove 
(c) 3 (b) we introduce in Section 4 the Lax and Phillips semi-group Z(t). We 
analyze its two principal properties as in [ 12, 131: 
(i) For sufticiently large t, Z(t) is a compact operator. 
(ii) For sufficiently large t, Z(t) is a differentiable semi-group. 
These two results give an extensive information about the spectrum of T. 
In fact z(B) the spectrum of B, the infinitesimal generator of Z(t), consists 
of isolated points in a logarithmic region of the complex plane (see Fig. 1). 
These points are called resonances. 
In [2] Case and Zweifel introduced what they call singular eigenjiinctions 
to transport problems, the eigenfunctions which are not functions in the 
usual sense. Bardos and Cessenat [ 1 ] have shown that if the origin belongs 
to the velocity space, these eigenfunctions lie in Y’, the Schwartz space of 
temperated istributions. In this paper we will show that if the velocity space 
V is bounded and bounded away from the origin for large values of x the 
asymptotic form of these functions looks like exp{Ax . v/l v I2 } when 
n(x) . v > 0, where n(x) is the outward normal to R at x E aR. Furthermore 
these are exactiy the resonances corresponding to eigenfunctions. According 
to Lax and Phillips terminology we will call them generalized eigenfunctions. 
In order to prove the existence of such resonances we will look to the 
interior problem which was posed by Jorgens [8]. He proved that in some 
circumstances the interior transport operator p admits eigenfunctions 
verifying the interior boundary condition: 
4(x. u) = 0 for x E &2 and n(x) . v < 0. (l-4) 
By an extension of these eigenfunctions to whole space we prove 
LC(T-‘) = Z(B). Furthermore any eigenfunction of T vanishes out of R and 
this implies L,(T) c z(B). Hence any strip --a < Re <p contains at most a 
finite number of eigenvalues of T. 
By an idea given by Ukai et al. [ 191 based on a complex residues 
computation we prove an eigenfunction expansion for Z(t) which is 
asymptotically valid for large t. As Melrose proved in [ 141 this expansion 
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leads to the so-called generalized eigenfunction expansion. That is, for any 
L ’ function f with support in R x V and any (x, v) E J2 x V the following 
holds : 
Ill.-1 
[~(t)f](X, u) N )J e”’ ,SJ ckWj,k(X, 0) 
fisZ(B) k=O 
for sufficiently large t. This yields the implication (C)Z- (b) in Theorem 1.2. 
We deduce also from compactness of Z(t) that (a) 3 (c). 
Finally in the last section we give a physically relevant situation in which 
the property (b) of Theorem 1.2 occurs. This situation was presented by 
Hejtmanek [7]. He showed when the Dyson-Phillips expansion of U(t) is 
finite, which physically means that if the system is of finite collisions then 
the spectrum of T does not exceed the imaginary axis. We conclude under 
the above condition that the Lax and Phillips representation theorem is valid. 
2. SPECTRUM OF THE TRANSPORT OPERATOR 
For each p E [ 1, co] we denote by /I. ]IB the norm of Lp(lR” x V): 
Ilfll, = (j- 
WXV 
for I<p<c.a, 
Ilfll, = ess sup If(x, 41. (X,U)ER”XV 
In what follows, we consider Eq. (1.2), where u, and k are two non- 
negative measurable functions on R” x V and R” x V x I’, respectively, and 
the production cross section op is defined by 
op(x,u)=jvk(x,u,o’)dzY. (2.1) 
Furthermore we suppose that the transport system (1.2) is admissible, i.e. 
(i) o. and a,, belong to Ly(lR” X V). 
(ii) There is a compact set in IR” so that ca and op vanish if x @ 0. 
Uo(t) given by (1.1) defines a strongly continuous group on each Lp(R2”), 
p E [ 1, co), and we can take Cr(Rzn) as a core for its infinitesimal 
generator To, where for any f in C~(lR*“) 
T,f = -v . VJ 
Henceforth we denote by To the closure of To in L ‘(lRn x v>. 
(2.2) 
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Define the operators A I and A, on L ‘(IF?” X V) by 
and 
[A ,./-I@, v> = -un(x, ~)f(x, u> 
[AJ](x, v) =I, k(x, u’, v)f(x, v’) du’. 
Then A, and A, are bounded by c1 = Iluallm and c2 = lIoplla, respectively. 
Put T, = T, + A, ; the pure absorption dynamics U,(t) is a one-parameter 
group generated by T, given by the explicit formula 
U,(t)f(x, v) = qx, u, t)f(x - (V, v> (2.3) 
where 
1 J 
I 
S(x, 2), t) = exp - ua(x - sv, u) ds . 
t (2.4) 0 
There are survey chapters in \17,9 1 on the scattering theory for the linear 
Boltzmann equation in which the following results can be found. 
THEOREM 2.1. (a) U,(t) is a one-parameter strongly continuous group 
which is positive and norm-preserving for any t in R. 
(b) U,(t) is a one-parameter strongly continuous group which is 
positive and: 
(9 II ~,(WIII < Ilfll,.for t > 0 
(ii) II~,(t)flll~~llflllfo~ f<o. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T = T, + A, ; then T generates a strongly continuous 
group U(t) on L ‘(R” x V) with 
(i) D(T) = D(T,). 
(ii) For t > 0, U(t) is a positive semi-group and 1) U(t)11 < et*‘. 
(iii) For t < 0, 1) U(t)11 <Me-“, where c = cl + c,. 
We say that the admissible transport system (1.2) has aflnite mean free 
path if 
M(a,) = ess sup u&v> < ~ 
~X.V~et”XV u, 
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THEOREM 2.3. If in addition to our assumptions we have 
(diam 0) M(a,) < 1 (2.5) 
then U(t) is uniformly bounded for t > 0. In this case we say that the 
transport dynamics U(t) is non-proliferating. 
In the first place, we begin by studying the spectrum of r,. In the sequel 
we denote by Z(T,J the spectrum of T,, using ZJT,), Z,.(T,) and C,(T,,) to 
denote, respectively, the point spectrum, continuous spectrum and residual 
spectrum of r,. For the definitions of these notions see [5]. 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) Z(T,) = Z;,(T,) = ilR in L’(R” X V). 
(b) Z(T,,) = Z,(T,) = iIF? in L’(R” x V). 
(c) Z(T,) = Z,(T,) = ilR in L”O(lR” X V). 
The assertion (a) was proved by Hejtmanek [7], but we can also deduce it 
from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. For any real /3, the equation v . V,( = i# has infinitely 
many solutions in L m (iR * X V). 
Proof. In fact for any function g E Lm(R” x V), and any A in C the only 
function which verifies v . V,d = A# is 
Q(x, v> =g(xI, v> exp{~x. vllvl’~ (2.6) 
where xL is the component of the vector x orthogonal to the direction v (i.e., 
x1=x-]z-*(x~v)v), and it belongs to L“‘(lF?“x V) if and only ifA=@ 
for some real /I. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The above lemma was one way of saying (c). For 
(a), let us use the relation 
CAT,) = WY) = zr(To) ” r;,KJ (2.7) 
where T,* is the adjoint of T,, (see [5, p. 5811). 
By virtue of the above lemma C,,(T,*) = iR and Z,(T,J = 0 in L”(lR” X V) 
for any p # co. This proves (a). 
For (b), let us define the restricted Fourier transform off on L*(R” x V) 
by 
I&, f I(& v) = (2x)-“‘* JR. e-““ff(x, v) dx 
and II~={~~E~(R"x V)]d(x,v)=O when x.v=/?}. Since {(x,v)]x. 
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v = p} is a hypersurface in IR”‘, then I?, is dense in L’(IR” X V). Now, for 
A = ip 
Im(A - r,) =.Y;‘[(A - ita v)L*(R” x V)] 
and the fact that -9-o’ is an isometry on tZ shows that In@ - j-,) is dense 
in L*(iR” X v). This together with the fact that Z,(T,,) = 0 completes the 
proof of this theorem. 
By a standard argument of the theory of semi-groups one can deduce from 
Theorem 2.2 that Z(T) c {A E C 1 -c < Re A < c,}. Now, by an idea given in 
Videv [20], we proceed to show that whatever emains from the spectrum, 
out of the imaginary axis, is the point spectrum. For this we need the 
fslllowing lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let L, = (A - TJ’ A,; then Lf, is a compact operator 
from L ‘(I?” X V) into itself in whole complex plane. 
Proof. If x -+ g(x, v) is a function with compact support in fi then from 
Theorem 2.1 and the fact that for Ix]< p and t > 2p/~~, Ix - tv I> 
t/v-[xI>tv,-pap, we get 
(~-T,)-‘A2g=~02p”me -3(x, v, t) g(x - tv, v) dt 
which is well defined in C. Thus, A,L, is an integral operator of the form 
[A,L,f](x, v) = J:“um e-“j” k(x, v”, v) S(x, v”, t) 
x I, w - tv”, v’, v”)f(x - tv”, v’) du’ du” dt. 
Let us extend k and ua by zero out of Q x V x V and Q X V, respectively. 
By introducing a new variable x’ =x - tv” we obtain 
[A*Lfk e=JR.,, X(x, u, x’, v’)f(x’, v’) dx’ dv’ 
where the kernel X is given by 
X(x, v, x’, 0’) = e /2p’um epAfS (x, +, ) t k x, 
0 
( +, V) 
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where E = f 1 according to parity of n. In order to show that the operator 
A,L, is compact, we will use the Theorem 3.1.10 of Dunford and Pettis [4]. 
This theorem asserts that if for a subset F, c I?” x V of measure zero the set 
b = (X(*, *, x’u’) 1 (x’, u’) E R” x V - F,} 
is a compact subset of L’(IR” x V), then A,L, is a completely continuous 
operator from L’(lR” x V) into itself. To prove that the above statement is 
fulfilled we apply Theorem 21 of [5, p. 3011. Actually 
M!iio J,.,, I 3’ ( x + h, u + k, x’, v’) -X(x, v, x’, v’)j dx du = 0 
uniformly on IR” x V - F, and furthermore 
I /X(x, u, x’, u’)l dx’ dv’ = 0. R”XV-OXV 
This proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.7. In L’(R” x V), Z(T) = ilR U ZJT), where ZJT) is either 
empty or at most a finite set of isolated points lying in the strip 
A={zECI -c<Rez<c,}. 
ProoJ Theorem 2.2 implies that E(T) c/i. By virtue of Lemma 2.6, 
J. + Li is an analytic compact operator-valued function in Cc, and we have 
for Re 2 # 0 
hence Li tends to zero as I Re I I + co. Therefore 1 and -1 are not the eigen- 
values for all operators L:. Thus by applying the analytic Fredholm theorem 
[ 17, Theorem VI.141, (1 -L:)-’ exists, except at most a countable set of 
isolated points Lk, where the function 1+ (Z - Li)-’ has a pole. From the 
following algebraic identities, 
(I-LJ’=(I+L,)(I-L$’ 
(A - T)-’ = (I-L,)-‘@ - T,)-’ for ReA#O, 
it follows that any pole of (1 -L:)- ’ is an eigenvalue of T. The finiteness of 
the number of these eigenvalues will be proved later. 
As we will see, by introducing the assumption (2.5) we get more infor- 
mation about spectrum of T. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that the assumption (2.5) holds for some 
transport operator T. Then Z(T) = C,(T) U Z’,(T), where Z,(T) = iIF? and 
Z,(T) is either empty or at most a finite set of isolated points lying in the 
stripA,,={zECJ -c<Rez<O}. 
For the proof of this theorem we need several preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.9. Z,(T,) = 0 in any Lp(lR” x V), p E [ 1, 00) and 
Z,(T,) = ilR in Lm(lR” x V). 
Proof: We proceed as in Theorem 2.4. It is easy to verify that for any 
complex number L and any function g, 
Q(x, v) = g(xl, v) exp 
I J 
$ - y a,(x + sv, v) ds 1 (2.8) 
is a solution of T,$ = L(s and all the solutions of this equation are of the 
form (2.8). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. Suppose that (2.5) holds; then ill? nZ,(T) = 0. 
Proof. Any solution of the eigenvalue problem Tf = ipf, j? E R, verifies 
the Volterra equation 
f=$+(i,f-T,)-‘A,f=#-Lf (2.9) 
where 4 is given in (2.8) and L is the following integral equation: 
[Lf ](x, v) = j,” S(x, v, t) ec@’ jV k(x - tv, v’, v)f (x - tv, v’) dv’ dt. 
Since 
i ILf (x, v)l dx dv wxv 
<j-&xdujb! k(x- tv, v’, v) 1 f (x - tu, v’)l dv’ dt 
n v 
where a = a(x, v) and b = b(x, v) are two real numbers such that 
IvI(b-a)<diamfi. By takingx’=x-ttv 
I R”XV ILf (x, v)l dx dv < (diam Q) 1 “‘“,” “I If(x’, v’)l dx’ dv’ R”XV m 
< (diamQ)~(~,)llflll. (2.10) 
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This together with (2.5) implies that the operator L is a contraction on 
L ‘(R” x v); therefore f = Lf has only the trivial solution f = 0. Now, if 
$ = 0 then the solution of (2.9) is also null and if 4 # 0 then 
4 =f - Lf E L’(lR” X V), which contradicts the preceding lemma. This 
completes the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let T* be the adjoint of T, then (2.5) implies that for each 
p in IR, T*f = ipf admits an infinite number of solutions in L”O(lT?” x V). 
Proof. T* can be composed as T* = TT + AC, where 
T:f (x, u) = u . V,f (x, 0) - oa(x, u)f (x, v) 
and 
A,*f(x,u)= k(x,v,v’)f(x,v’)dv’. I ” 
The eigenvalue problem T*f = ipf is equivalent o the problem of finding a 
solution to the equation f = Q + L*f in Lm(lR” x V). Here L* denotes the 
integral operator 
= jmS(x,v,t)eiDLj k(x+tu,v,v’)f(x+tv,v’)dv’dt (2.11) 
0 V 
and $(x, v) = g(xl, v) exp{ (@x . v)/l u I* - jr a,(x + sv, V) ds}, which for any 
g in L”O(IR” x V) belongs to L “(lRfl x v). In the same manner as in the 
preceding lemma one can show that the operator L* is a contraction on 
L”O(IR” x V); then for any g (2.11) admits a solution in Lm(IR” X V) and 
this completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. By virtue of Theorems 2.8 and 2.3 whatever 
remains from spectrum of T out of ilR is the point spectrum located in the 
strip A,. Thus we have only to prove Z,(T) = ilR. In fact the relation (2.7) 
and Lemma 2.11 imply 
Z,(T) c iR cZ,(T) UC,(T) 
and from Lemma 2.10 we conclude the theorem. 
Remark 2.12. Taking the complex conjugate of T# = A#, it is easy to 
verify that if L is an eigenvalue of T, then 1 is also one, and therefore the 
elements of Z,,(7) are symmetric with respect o the real axis. 
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Remark 2.13. Since U(t) is positive for t > 0, the Krein-Rutmann 
theorem asserts that if I* is an eigenvalue of T such that for any A E ZJT) 
one has Re A < Re I * then A* is real. 
3. THE LAX AND PHILLIPS REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
In this section we attempt o prove the Lax and Phillips representation 
theorem (Theorem 1.1) under the local decay assumption, 
THEOREM 3.1. The local decay property (1.3) implies Theorem 1.1. 
Statements (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1 are independent of the assertion 
(1.3) and can be shown by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any t > 0 [t < 0] and any f E D, [f E D-1 one has 
Wf= ~o(t)“f (3.1) 
ProoJ LetfED,; it follows from Duhamel’s formula that 
U(t)f(x, v) = U,(t)f(x, v) + j; U(t - s) A [f(x - sv, v)] ds (3.2) 
where A = A i + A,, Since suppf c E, , then f (x - sv, v) = 0 whenever 
x.v--sIvI*<p. Now, if lxl<p then x~v--~v~*<x~v<~x~<p, hence if 
r, is a trajectory defined in the momentum space by 
we conclude that 
rt(x, v) = (x - IV, v) (3.3) 
z,(suppf) n fl x v = 0, for t>O and fED+. 
This together with the fact that u, and up have their support in B X V 
implies that the function (x, v) -+ [Af ](x - so, v) is identically zero for any 
s > 0, and the lemma follows from (3.2). Similarly we can show (3.1) for 
f E D- and t < 0. 
Now, given the obvious facts that U,,(t) D, c D, for t > 0 and 
Uo(t) D- c D- for t < 0, the previous lemma implies (i), and (i)- . 
In order to prove the statement (ii) of Theorem 1.1 it suffices to remark 
that 
n Uo(t) D, = Pi (3.4) 
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(see [ 12, p. 301). The above lemma justifies the replacement of Uo(t) by U(t) 
in (3.4). Finally the statement (iii) of Theorem 1.1 can be deduced from the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any point (x, u) such that 
and for any f in L ’ (IR” x V), we have 
W)f(x, 0) = ~,O)f(x, VI, for tEIR. (3.6) 
Proof. We use the following version of Duhamel’s formula: 
u(t)f (x3 v) = u&)f (x, v) + UC,@) I,; U,(-s) A U(s) f (x, u) ds 
and we prove that the second term of the right-hand side is identically zero. 
In fact, if we take g(x, U, t) = U(t)f (x, U) then 
,f; U,,(-s) A U(s)f(x, v) ds = - j; o,(x + sv, v) g(x + sv, u, s) ds 
+ j;i,o+ su, u’, v) g(x + su, u’, s) dv’ ds 
and the lemma follows from (3.5) and the fact that u, and k have their 
supports in J2 with respect o x. 
LEMMA 3.4. If U(f) has the local decay property then 
(a) for any compact subset K of R” 
SUP J I U(t)f (x, u)l dx -, 0 uev K 
as It/-+ 00; 
(b) for any a > 0 
sup 5 I W)f (x, u)l dx -+ 0 VEV -ll<X.U(il 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
as (t(+ co. 
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I, I W)f(x, ~11 dx < jK I U,Wf(x, ~11 dx 
t .I, I,? I U,(f - s)& U(s)f(x, u)l dsdx, 
now, for any f in CF(R” x V) 
“,tt j, I U,(~V(x, u>l dx -+ 0 
as 1 Cl + co. Furthermore, for 6 = @ + R)/u, , where R is a positive constant 
such that x E K implies I x ) <R, one has 
t 
< II 1^ k(x - (t - s) u, u’, u) I[U(s)f](x - (t - s) u, u’)l du’ ds dx K t-8 Y 
8 
< 
li I 
k(x’, u’, u) ([ U(t - r)f](x’, v’)l dx’ du’ dr 
0 KS Y 
where K, = {(x - rv) ( x E K, r E [0,6] v E V} is a compact subset of R”. 
Taking k continuous with respect to the third variable one can conclude 
(3.7) by using the admissibility of k, the local decay property and the fact 
that C~(W” x Y) (resp. C(y)) is dense in L’(lR” x Y) (resp. in L’(V)). 
(b) There is a compact cylinder C, in B, = {x E R” I -a <x . u < a} 
such that for any x in C, 
t; rt(x, v> ‘n Q f 0. 
Now, by virtue of the preceding part of this lemma 
sup I I U(W(x, u)l dx -, 0 (3.9) UEV C” 
as 1 t I -+ 00 and from the previous lemma we have 
jet I Wf(x~ u)l dx = lc; I u&V& ~11 dx. 
E 
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C~(R” x V) being dense in L ‘(IR ” X V) it suff’ces to prove that 
(3.10) 
as 1 tl + co, when fE CF(R” x v). But if Kf the support off is a subset of 
{(x,u)ER”X VjIxl<R}, then for Itl>(R+a)/vk, r,(K,)nB,X V=0. 
This proves (3.10), which together with (3.9) implies (3.8). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a >p. 
(4 Iff(x, 4 = Of or x . u > a (resp. x . u < -a), then U(t)f(x, v) = 0 
when x . u > a + t (resp. x . u < -a) for t > 0. 
(b) Isfb ~1 = Of or x . u > a (resp. x . II & -a), then U(t)f(x, u) = 0 
whenx.u>a(resp.x.u<-a-t)fort<O. 
Proof. (a) Since A is a bounded operator, we can define his generated 
one-parameter semi-group V(t) by 
V(t) = etA = 2 t”A”/n!. 
?I=0 
For x . u > a, [Af](x, u) = 0 while Ix I> x . u > a 2 p, and f(x, u) = 0. 
Applying the Trotter product formula 
U(t) = s - )rir [U,(t/n) V(t/n)]” 
in each iteration U,(t/n) V(t/n) shifts the support offat most by a length t/n 
in the u-direction. Thus acting [ U,,(t/n) V(t/n)]“, the support off can be 
shifted at most by a length t in u-direction. 
For x . u < -a, if f(x, u) = 0 we get also [ V(t)f](x, u) = 0 while Ix 1 > 
-x.u>a>pand [U,(t)f](x,u)=Owhilex.u-tIul*<x.u<-a,which 
proves (a) and similarly, (b). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us show that 
u UOWD, = u W>D* * (3.11) 
tj0 tj0 
If f E u,,, UoW~+ 3 then there exist to > 0 and g E D, such that 
f = Uo(-to) g. f belongs to the right-hand side of the relation (3.11) for t < 0, 
if for any E > 0 there exists a t > 0 large enough and ( E D, such that 
II UC-4 -f III < E* (3.12) 
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Taking a=max{t,-p,p}, for x.v<-a we will have x.v+t,lul*< 
-a + t, < p and therefore f(x, u) = g(x + t,u, v) = 0. Let ) =x4 U(t)f, where 
x0 is the characteristic function of {(x, u) E R” x V 1 x . u > a}. It is clear 
that $ E D, and from Lemma 3.5 
/ U(A) 4(x, II) -f(x, u)l dx du. (3.13) 
By virtue of principle of uniform boundedness, there exists a constant M 
such that 
J I U(-t) 4(x, 0) -j-(x, u>l dx du < ~4 II 4 - Wflll - (3.14) --(I<X.V<LI 
Now, from assertion (b) of Lemma 3.4 we get for any E > 0 a constant T 
such that 
= J I U(r)f(x, u)l dx du < E/M -a<x.a<a 
for ItI > T. This together with (3.14) and (3.13) implies (3.12). 
In [ 111, Lax and Phillips have shown that U U,,(t) D, is dense in 
L*(lR” x S,,-r); following their argument the same will be true for 
L r(lR” x V). And (3.11) proves the theorem. 
4. THE LAX AND PHILLIPS SEMI-GROUP Z(t) 
Let us define the projections P, on L’(IR” x V) by P, f =x;f, where x* 
are the characteristic functions of E, and XL = 1 -x* . Similar to the one- 
parameter groups U,(t), U,(t) and U(t), we define the corresponding Lax and 
Phillips semi-groups by 
Z,(f) = P, Uj(l) P- . 
Here and in the sequel i can be replaced by 0, 1 or void. 
Let us consider K a subspace of L ‘(I?” x v) consisting of functions f 
which are identically zero on E, U E- . Remark that if E, = EC, r7 EC_, then 
B x VC E, and therefore if we denote by L ‘(a X V) the subspace of 
L ‘(I?” x v) of the functions f which are identically zero out of Cl X V we get 
L’(fi x v)cK. 
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THEOREM 4.1. The operators {Z,(t) 1 t > 0) map K into itself and form 
strongly continuous semi-groups on K. 
In order to prove this theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. For any f in L’(R” x V) 
(4 {suPP u,(t)X+f} n {suPP ui(t>X;fl =0for t>Oo, 
(b) {~UPP u;(t) X- f } n {~UPP u,(t) XL f} = 0for t < 0. 
Proof (a) By Lemma 3.2, since x+fE D, 
{suPP~(t)X+fjC{(x,~)Ix.~~p+tl~12}. 
Let us show that {supp U(t)x: f} cannot overlap with {(x, u) 1 x . v > 
p+tlul’}. Indeed, ifx.v>tIv[‘+p the relation 
~x-(t-s)u~~~X~-(t-S)~Y~2~X.u-~~u~2~p 
implies hat the last term of 
u(t)x:f= Uo(t)x;f+j’U,,(t-s)AU(s)X’tfds 
0 
vanishes and since supp{ Uo(t) x; f} c {(x, u) / x . u < p + t /u I’} this proves 
the first part of this lemma for U(t). U, and U, are the particular cases. The 
proof of (b) is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us define 
D;={fEL’(R”x V)IsuppfcEC,}. 
The first factor in Zi(t) being P,, it follows that the range of Z,(t) is in 0;. 
Thus, in order to show that Z,(t) maps K = D’+ n D’_ into itself for t > 0, it 
suffices to prove that Z,(t)f belongs to D[ when f is in K. Writing Ui(t)f = 
I- Ui(t)f + XL Ui(t)f, by virtue of Lemma 3.2 since ,y- U,(t)f belongs to D- 
one gets 
f = Uo(-t) X- Ui(t)f + Ui(-t) Xl_ Ui(t)f. (4.1) 
Since f (x v) = 0 when x . u < -p, the lemma 4.2 implies that (4.1) is not 
consistent unless x- vi(t) f = 0, for all t > 0. Consequently Z,(t) maps K into 
itself. 
We finish the proof of this theorem by remarking that {Z,(t) I t > 0} forms 
a strongly continuous semigroup on K, since P, acts as identity on K and 
Ur(t) is already a strongly continuous semi-group on L ‘(IF?” x v). 
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THEOREM 4.3. For any t>2p/vi, one bus Z,(t)=Z,(t)=O. 
Proof: From the definition of Z,(t) we conclude that 
[Z&)f](x, v) =x:(x, v) qx, v, f)X’(X - tv, v)f(x - tv, VI* 
Now, if t> 2p/vi we have either x . v > p in which case x:(x, v) = 0 
or X*V>P, which implies x . v - t 1 v I2 < - p and consequently 
x1(x - tv, v) = 0. Whatever the case we get Z,(t)f(x, v) = 0. For ua = 0 we 
get the same conclusion for Z,(t). 
THEOREM 4.4. Z(t) is a compact operator in L ‘(IRn X V) when t > t, = 
c&3 t w;Yv;. 
Proof. By iterating Duhamel’s formula we obtain 
Z(t) = Z,(t) + P, U,(t) j’ U,(-s)A,U,(s) P- ds 
0 
+ P, U,(t) j’,f’ U,(-s)A2U1(s - ‘)A, U(r) P_ dr ds. (4.2) 
0 0 
Let us denote #- = XL f, then 4-(x, v) = 0 whenever x . v < - p; thus if 
t > to the first integral in (4.2) acting on f can be expressed as 
where R = 2~121;. Now, since 
[A,U,(s) 4-1(x, v) = I, k(x, v’, v) S(x, v’, s) 4-(x - sv’, v’) dv’ 
k vanishes if Ixj>p and if 1x1 <p, then for s>R, x~v’-sSJV’~~<--~, 
which implies that the above integral and consequently the second integral of 
(4.3) are identically zero. 
By acting xi U(t) on the first integral of (4.3) it vanishes for x . v >p, 
while for x . v < p there will be a factor k(x + (t - sv, ., .) which is zero for 
tat, and O<s<R. In fact Ix-rvI>~~v~*-x.v>tvi-p>.p+R and 
lx+(s-t)vI>Ix-&I--sjvI>p. As a result we get once more a 
vanishing integral. 
Going back to (4.2) and having in mind Theorem 4.3, we observe that the 
first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.2) are identically zero when 
tat,. Concerning the last double integral, Lemma 2.6 implies that 
U,(t) A, U,(s)A, is a compact operator in L ‘(IR” x V) for any t and s in IF?, 
and this last property achieves the proof of the theorem. 
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Let B be the infinitesimal generator of Z(t). From now on we will be 
concerned with the spectrum of B. The following fairly classical theorem 
about the semi-groups of operator relates the spectrum of B to the 
smoothness property of Z(f) (see [ 131, or [ 151). 
THEOREM 4.5. Iffor some t, > 0, the range of Z(t,) lies in the domain of 
B then the spectrum of B lies in a logarithmic region of the form 
A={AEC]ReI<-blog]lj) 
where a is real and b > 0. 
In the above case the semi-group Z(t) is called differentiable for t > t,. 
THEOREM 4.6. Under our assumption Z(t) is a diflerentiable semi-group 
for suflciently large t. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.7. If p(B) the resolvent set of B contains a logarithmic region 
A, furthermore tf for 1 E A the resolvent of B has at most a polynomial 
growth, i.e., 
11(J--B)-‘Il<clJl” forsomen>O, (4.4) 
then Z(t) is dtj%rentiable for t > (n + 2)/b and for any f in L’(iR” x V) 
Z(t)f = &l,* eAf(h - B)-‘f M. 
For the proof of this lemma see [ 15, Theorem 2.11. 
LEMMA 4.8. For any E > 0 there exists a logarithmic 
for 2 E A, and f in K 
(4.5) 
region A, such that 
II@ - W’ A*@ - W’f IIK G E Ilf III. (4-h) 
Proof: Since 
i [(A - To)-‘A,@ - To)-‘f(x, v)l dxdv 
‘llEO l~~‘e-~‘~~k(x-v,v’,v)~~‘e-~~(x-*v-tv’,v’)dtdv~d~l dxdv 
580.‘62 ‘2. I2 
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where R, = 2p/v, and R, = 2p(l + v;‘) vi*. By putting x’ =x - rv - tv’, 
we get 
Here C depends on v,, R,, R, and c2, while c depends only on R, and R,. 
For 
we get (4.6). 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Using Lemma 4.7 it suffices to prove that 
(A - B)- ’ exists in some logarithmic region and has a polynomial growth. 
First we note that 
(~-B)-‘=P+(~-T)-‘P_=P+(~-T,)-‘[I-A,(~-T,)-’]-’]-‘P . 
We will see in Remark 4.18 that if (Z - A#. - T,)-‘) is invertible then its 
inverse maps K into itself. Furthermore following arguments along the lines 
of the Lemma 4.8, we can show that for every f in K 
iI@ - T,)-‘AA~ - W’fll, < E Ilflll. 
A, being bounded, there exists y, 0 < y < 1, such that 
llV,@ - W’>‘fll, < Y llflll = Y Il./-II, 
for ,I in some logarithmic region n in which we have 
I IIP+(Iz - T,)-’ P-f11 (x, v) I dxdv R”XV 
<jRnxv ~~>(x,v)j~O’“‘e-Af~~(x-tv,v)f(x-tv,v)dtl dxdv 
G C(1 + InI)” Ilfll,. 
According to Lemma 4.7, this proves the theorem. 
By Theorem 4.4, E(B) has only the pure point spectrum and Theorem 4.6 
implies that these points are out of a logarithmic region. According to the 
Lax and Phillips terminology we will call them the resonances and the 
corresponding eigenfunctions generalized eigenfunctions. Here the 
fundamental problem of the existence of the generalized eigenfunctions 
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arises. We use a con&active method in order to prove the existence of an 
eigenvalue for B. This requires recalling some results which were given by 
Jorgens [8] concerning the interior transport operator. 
Let us denote by 7” the closure of the restriction of T to D(7”) such that 
D(7”) is the subspace of L’(0 X V) of all functionsS(x, u) which admit the 
directional derivative u e V,f belonging to L ‘(8 x v) almost everywhere and 
satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition: f(x, u) = 0 for x E aQ and 
n(x) - u -C 0, where n(x) is the exterior normal to R at x. In [8], Jorgens has 
shown the following result in L*(R X V). 
THEOREM 4.9. The spectrum of TJ in L’(R X V) is discrete 
(Z(p) = Z,,(p)) situated in the happlane Re A < A* and finite in any strip 
a ,< Re A <p. Furthermore in the case of inelastic scattering, T-’ has at least 
one eigenvalue if there exists a ball B,(x,) contained in f2 and a constant K 
such that k(x, u, 0’) > K > Ofor (x, u, u’) in R X V X V. 
In [22] Voigt has shown that in this case Z(P) is independent of the 
choice of p E [ 1, co) in LP(R X v). This together with the following theorem 
proves the non-triviality of our problem. 
THEOREM 4.10. Z( PI) = Z(B). 
ProoJ Since the two operators P and B have only the pure point spectra 
it suffices to show that any eigenvalue ,D of P belongs to Z(B) and vice 
versa. 
Let 4(x, u) be the eigenfunction of P corresponding to ,u. We are going to 
show that there is a bounded function h such that 
w(x, u) = #(A v) 
= h(x,, v) eUx’u’lu12 
if (x, u) E a X V 
if (x, 0) & Q X V 
(4.7) 
is an eigenfunction of T whose restriction to K belongs to D(B). The fact 
that Tw =pw is easy to verify but the second affirmation needs some 
explanation. That is to say w has a directional derivative v * V, w in the 
distribution sense which belongs to L’(R” X V) at finite distance. To do this 
we ought to ensure the continuity of w on ~30 x I’, i.e., 
h(x,, U) = e-uX’V”“‘*~(x, u), (4.8) 
for any (x, v) E ~352 X V. 
Now, let us define h as follow, for any (x, v) E Q x V, if n(x) . u < 0, we 
take h E 0. If n(x) . u > 0 then we join origin to x and we denote by ~3 the 
unique intersection of this segment with the boundary of fi ($2 is a star- 
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shaped domain). For every (~2, V) we put h = exp(-,E . u/Iv I’) $(Z, V) 
(remarking that h depends only on xI and u). This procedure defines a 
continuous function W(X, U) on aQ x V by (4.7) which verifies (4.8). Hence 
Z(P) c Z(B). For the reverse inclusion we take the restriction of w an eigen- 
function of B on fl x I/. In order that this restriction be an eigenfunction of 
T’ it suffices to verify that for any (x, v) E Xl x V with n(x) a u < 0 one has 
w(x, v) = 0. Let xF be the characteristic function of 
This set contains all points (x, u) in 6X2 x V with n(x) . u < 0. From 
Duhamel’s formula one can show that for any E > 0 and 4 E K one has 
xFU(.s) 4 = 0. Therefore the mapping spectral theorem asserts that if w is the 
p-corresponding eigenfunction of B, one gets 
2(t) w = c?Q; w + XF w) 
where x; = 1 - xF. Multiplying the above identity by xF we get xFw = 0, 
which proves the theorem. 
Remark 4.11. The above theorem shows that Z(B) is independent of the 
choice of p, the radius of the sphere which contains a. 
THEOREM 4.12. Z,(T) - (0) cX(B) - {O}. 
Proof. Let 1 E C,(r) and let ) be the corresponding eigenfunction of T. 
Then by mapping spectral theorem for Iz # 0 
Wix-4 +x04 +x+91 =eYx-$ +x04 +x+41 (4.9) 
where x0 is the characteristic function of E,. For t > 0 (4.9) contradicts 
Lemma 4.2 unless x+ 4 = 0, and for t < 0 we obtain 1-4 = 0. Hence 
sup Q c E, and this implies that 4 E K and consequently A E Z(B) - {O}. 
Remark 4.13. The above theorem ensures that all the eigenvalues except 
zero are resonances. Moreover the resonances which are not eigenvalues lie 
in Re A< 0 for t > 0 and Re A > 0 for t < 0. To see this we write 
(A-T)-‘=(A-To)-l[I--A(LTo)-‘]-‘. (4.10) 
Since the support of A# lies in R X V, it is clear that iffbelongs to K then 
g given by g =f+ A@ - T,,-’ g belongs also to K. On the other hand, for f 
in K 
[(A - T~)-lf](x,u)=~~p’~me-~if(x- tu,u)dt. 
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Hence the identity (4.10) implies that the restriction of (A - T)-’ to K has a 
meromorphic extension through the imaginary axis if we restrict ourselves to 
R x V. Therefore the poles of (A - T)- ’ are exactly the points where 
I -A@ - T,) - ’ is not invertible, As we have seen in Theorem 2.7 these 
points are exactly the point spectrum of T for Re i > 0, but for Re 2 < 0 the 
definition of the resolvent whenever it exists changes: 
(A - T>- ’ = -jam e”‘U(-t) dt for Re 1 < 0) . 
Thus for Re I < 0, the extension of (A -B)-’ through the imaginary axis 
creates the extra pure resonances. 
5. GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION 
By virtue of Theorem 4.4, Z(t,) is compact for some t, > 0; hence B has 
only a pure point spectrum in A = (A 1 Re 1( a - b log ( Im I/ }. Let us 
arrange the eigenvalues pj of B in decreasing order of their real parts and 
denote by Pi the projection onto the jth eigenspace and 0: the corresponding 
nilpotent operator of order k. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any integer n and any E, 0 < E < Re pn - Repu, + 1, 
one has 
II z(t)- k ,+ pi+ mp’ t”o; k=, k! <C le(“n-c)rI (5.1) j=l 
for suflciently large t, where mj = dim Pj(K) and C is a constant depending 
on n and E. 
ProoJ Let us consider the contour r= A,A2A3A,A,, where A,A,A,A, 
is a portion of the boundary of a logarithmic region A (see Fig. 1). The 
constant E is chosen so small that the straight line A,A, separates ,u, from 
P n+1* 
By virtue of (4.5) for any fin L’(R” x V) 
z(t)f=&j e”‘(d-B)-‘fdA+&I eAf@-B)-‘fd,J (5.2) 
r C 
where C is composed of three parts: C,, C, and C3. C, is given by 
ReL=a-blog(-ImJ) and -a~ <ImA<ImA,, C,=A,A, and C, is 
given by ReL=a-bbog(Im1) and ImA,<Imk< a3. 
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FIGURE 1 
The evaluation of the first integral in (5.2) calls for the determination of 
the residues of eA’(l, - B)- ‘. Indeed 
eaf(l -B)-’ d = 2?ri i Res{eA’(A - B)-‘J,=,,.. 
j=l 
The principal part of the Laurent development of (A - B)-’ at ;I = pj being 
(see [lo]), it follows that 
Res(eA’(;( - B)-l}A=,, = e“)’ (Pj + :zl’ 6 D)) ’ 
In order to get (5.1) we shall prove 
1 II-1 2ai c &(A - B)- ’ f&l I/ < C / e(*n- “I ( 
and this is a direct imlication of (4.4). 
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The following version of the above theorem, which is more coherent o our 
setting, was suggested by Melrose [ 141. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For any f in L’(lR” x V) there exist a sequence .uj in C 
and generalized eigenfunctions Wj,k , k = 0 ,..., mj-l, such that for any n E N 
ands,O<s<Re,uC1,-Rep,,,, 
sup [ U(t)f ](x, 21) - f e”” yz: tkwj,Jx, v) < c 1 etpn- ‘)’ I (5.4) 
(.r,U)ERXV j=1 
for suflciently large t. The constant c depends only on n and E. 
The above expression is called the generalized eigenfunction expansion of 
U(t), from which we can conclude Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By virtue of Theorem 3.1, (b) * (a). For 
(c) =S (b), (5.4) gives an exponential decay for any f in Cr(W” x V); then we 
conclude from the density of CF(lR” X V) in L’(lR” X V). 
For (a) =S (c), since the system is subcritical, then Theorem 4.10 implies 
that there are no resonances on the imaginary axis and Theorem 4.12 tells us 
that if 1 E C,(T) then Re A < cl0 < 0. Therefore if Q is J.-corresponding eigen- 
function of T then U(t) 4 = e”‘#. According to the Lax theorem the 
compactness of Z(t) implies the existence of a constant M such that 
II W)f llK < ia+’ llf UK 
since L’(0 X V)cK, so 
II Wf II L~(RXV) Of+ Ilf IIL~tRXY). (5.5) 
Taking g in D, , and using the fact that supp 0 c R X V then 
e Fteat I nXyI~(~,~)Idxd~=lI~(t)~ll~l(nX~~ 
= II u(t) # - U(t) ~(-t)gllLlo,,, < kwf I10 - V-t>gll,. 
Multiplying this inequlity by e-“O’ we deduce that for E, = 
M-’ LX” )#(x,u)]dxdv,anyt>OandanygED+ 
Ild - w-4gll1 > Eo. 
This contradicts the density of IJ,,, U(t) D, in L1(Rn X V). 
For the density of U,,, U(t) D- , we define Z(-t) for t > 0 by Z(-t) = 
P- U(-t) P, for t > 0 and we replace the boundary condition (1.4) by 
4(x, v) = 0 for xE asl and n(x) * v > 0. 
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6. FINITE COLLISIONS SYSTEMS 
By iterating Duhamel’s formula we obtain the so-called Dyson-Phillips 
expansion: 
U(f) = ~ vi(t) (6.1) 
i=l 
where for each i > 1 
Ui+*(l)=jf Ul(t-S)A*Ui(S)dS 
0 
= 
! U,(l-s, -~---Si)A,U,(s,)~**A,U,(si)dxl~.*dsi. S,>O,...,Si>O 
s,+s2+.‘.+si<l 
(6.2) 
In the transport theory this expansion is physically meaningful. For any f in 
-VW x n IR”XV U,Jt)f(.x, v) dx dv is the total mass of particles which 
suffered exactly k - 1 scattered collisions after time t > 0 for an initial 
datum J It is possible that the expansion (6.1) has only a finite number 
terms, i.e., there exists NE N such that 
U(l) = $ vi(t), 
i= 1 
(6.3) 
for instance, if the system is speeding up (proper elastic scattering) or 
slowing down (proper inelastic scattering). More precisely if 
k,:(u,u’)+k(x,v,u’) 
is a measurable function with supp k, c M, or M-, respectively, where for 
E, > 0 
M+=((u,u’)EVXV~~v’(~Jv~+Eo} 
M-={(u,u’)E vx I/IIu’I<IuI-co}. 
In these cases there exists an NE n\l such that for all So,..., sN in R, 
A,Ul(SJ . . . A 2 U,(s,) = 0. Thus the Dyson-Phillips expansion contains only 
a finite number of terms. 
In [7] Hejtmanek studied the above-stated ynamics and gave: 
THEOREM 6.1. For a fmite collisions dynamic (i.e., (6.3) holds), there 
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exists a polynomial PN at most of degree N such that for any f in L ‘(I?” x V) 
one has 
II u(t)f III <PAtI) Ilf II1 for tfzll?. (6.4) 
The estimation (6.4) implies that the group {U(t) 1 t E R} is of type zero 
and therefore the spectrum of T reduces to the imaginary axis. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let U(t) be a finite collisions dynamic; then we have the 
local decay property (1.3) for 1 t I+ UII. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of R”; according to (6.3) 
1 I U(t)f (x, v)l dx dv < i] 1 1 ui(t)f(x, v)l dx dv. 
KXV i=l KXV 
We will show that for any i = l,..., N we have 
! I vi(t) f (x, v)l dx dv -, 0 
KXV 
as 1 t I+ co. For this let us define 
F(u) =y u(x - sv, v) ds, u > 0. 
-co 
If a(x, v) has a support with respect to x included in R then as we have 
shown in (2.10) we have F(a) < M(a)(diam 0). Thus 
< p%?) 
\ i If 6 - to, v)l d-c dv. (6.6) KXV 
From the fact that 
1 KXvjf(x-tv,v);dxdv-fO as ItI+ co 
for any f in L ‘(IR” x V), we obtain (6.5) for i = 1. 
For arbitrary j, the positiveness of U,(t) implies that 
JKx v I uj(t)f(x, VII dX dv Q JK x v u,(t) g(Xv V> dX dv 
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where 
In order to repeat the argument of (6.6), we shall prove that g belongs to 
L’(R” X V). In fact, ifs = C’, s,, 
g(x, v) dx dv < e”+ 1)F(od 
wxv 
Xi U 
ds, ..a dsjj dv’ . ..dv’k(x+sv.v’,v) 
wxv Rj vj 
k-l 
xk(x+sv-s,v’,v*,v’)...k x+sv-- 2 sivi,vj,vj-’ 
I 
(6.7) 
Taking k as an element of C(Q x V x V) and introducing a new variable 
x’ = x + sv - c’1 si vi in the last integral, we deduce that there exist 
I 2 
VI), vo,..., vi such that 
i 
dvj- 1 . . . dv’ dv k(x’ + sjv’, vi, vi- ’ )...k( -: X’ + L SiVi, V*, V’ 
vi 2 
) 
x k X' t 2 sivi, v’, v = u~(x’ + sjvj, d) 
1 
j-l 
X~~(X’tSj-~V~-‘tSjVj,V~-‘)...U, x’+ x siv;tsjvj,v; . 
I 
This identity together with (6.7) implies 
I g(x, V) dx dv < F(a,)’ e”+ ‘)F(op) II f II 1 R”XV 
which proves the theorem. 
From Theorem 3.1 it follows that: 
COROLLARY 6.2. The Lax and Phillips representation theorem is valid 
for finite collisions dynamic. 
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Remark 6.3. In [8, Theorem 6.31 JGrgens showed that in the case of 
proper inelastic scattering 7” does not have an eigenvalue. It means that the 
operator T has no resonances. This together with our Theorem 1.2 confirms 
once more the above corollary. 
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